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The Fountain 

of Narcissus: 

The Invention 

of Subjectivity and 

the Pauline Ontology 

of Art in Caravaggio 

and Rembrandt 

NE OF THE TRICKIER problems facing students of early mod- 
ern culture is the ambiguity surrounding the key term "imitation." 

The word arises in a variety of contexts-from aesthetics to educa- 
tion and the philosophy of language to the theology of Christ. But 

while, as a verbal form, the term itself remains constant, encourag- 

ing us to imagine that it refers to a single activity, it has in fact two 

distinguishable meanings. On one hand, we find what we might 
call the "naive" or "primitive" notion of imitatio naturae, the mirror- 
like "replication" of the external world canonically associated with 

pictorial art. On the other hand, there is the more theoretically 
sophisticated notion of imitation as the representation less of 
external nature than of existing works of art: a notion bound, via 

ekphrasis, to the Renaissance practice of poetic aemulatio, the sim- 

ultaneously reverent and competitive reproduction of authoritative 
classical example.' 

Both senses are abundantly attested by period sources.2 Renaissance 
theorists of painting and poetry alike insist both that the spring of art 

For highly influential discussions of both notions of imitation, see the various 
studies by Greene, Baxandall, Bryson, and Fumaroli. For a book specifically on art 
heavily influenced by Fumaroli, see Lichtenstein. 

2 The question is a staple of the secondary literature on ut pictura even if the full 
implications are not worked out. See Lee and Hagstrum. For a more recent survey 
of the primary literature, see my entry, "The Paradoxical Sisterhood: Ut Pictura 
Poesis," forthcoming in the volume (ed. Glyn Norton) of the Cambridge History of 
Literary Criticism devoted to the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
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lies in the imitation of nature and that good art (that is, successful 

imitation) must go to the school of time-honored precedent. Poetry 
is consistently defined by a power of illusion theorized by analogy with 

painting: as Sidney puts it, voicing the central assumption informing 
the whole tradition, poetry is "an art of imitation, for so Aristotle 
termeth it in his word mimesis, that is to say a representing, counter- 

feiting, or figuring forth-to speak metaphorically, a speaking picture" 
(101). Yet what the poet invents and composes must always be seen 

(or read) in what Thomas Greene calls "the light in Troy"-with an 

eye to the example of Homer and Virgil or Horace, measuring the 
work against the standard set by its literary ancestry. Similarly, 
while painting is defined (rather more self-evidently) as the illu- 
sionistic reproduction of external nature, a definition that leads to 
the endless recycling of classical legends about bunches of grapes 
so lifelike birds peck at them or women so ravishing beholders fall 

helplessly in love, artistic perfection demands that painters learn to 

paint in every sense "after" the great masters of the past, looking to 
the examples of Zeuxis and Apelles (as recorded in Pliny) or 

(once Vasari's Vite establishes a modern canon of like stature) 
Michelangelo, Titian, and Raphael as a guide to present practice. 

Albeit with some noteworthy exceptions, most art historians and 

literary critics from the Romantics to the structuralist revolution 
of the 1960s and early 1970s assumed that the basis of painting and 

poetry alike is imitatio naturae, aimed (in Sidney's words once 

more) at reproducing the "particular truth of things" (107). This 
did not prevent scholars from attending to formal values-among 
them the operation of precedent and example in the traffic in motifs 
and models drawn from iconographic tradition, or the identification 
of documentable "sources" for, or "influences" on, painters' or poets' 
work. But when discussion passed from the analysis of particular 
images or texts to the theory of images and texts in general, the 

ruling presumption was that both image and text constituted (in 
Albertian terms, if with little sense of Albertian complexity) a mir- 
ror or window in which painters and poets make life itself appear.3 

But since the emergence of structuralist, semiotic, and deconstruc- 
tive models (first of texts and then of images), this presumed trans- 

parency has given way to a more thinglike opacity.4 Rather than 

3 
Perhaps the most striking example of this double tendency is provided by the 

work of the great German art historians associated with the Warburg and Courtauld 
Institutes-Erwin Panofsky, Fritz Saxl, Rudolf Wittkower, and, a half generation 
later, E.H. Gombrich. 

4 Norman Bryson's trajectory from English studies at Cambridge to art history 
at Harvard via the visual culture program at the University of Rochester parallels 
the basics of his early method, which consists of applying literary theory (Barthes, 
Bloom, Lacan) more or less directly to the interpretation of art historical relations. 
For a similar case in France, consider Louis Marin, a philosopher whose pronounced 
literary and historical interests led to investigations in early modern theories of 
representation that in turn inspired a deep preoccupation with painting. 
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theorizing images and texts relative to the external world rendered 

(with more or less accuracy, immediacy, and "truth") in its extra- 
aesthetic integrity, the focus turned to the works themselves conceived 
in terms of their mediating formal, material, and cultural condi- 
tions of possibility. Seen in this light, the first sense of imitation is 
bound to seem primitive or naive, if not an outright mystification. 

The gains secured by the latter move are self-evident: the careful 
historical reconstructions performed, for example, by Greene, 
Michael Baxandall, and Marc Fumaroli, the more iconoclastic atten- 
tions of Norman Bryson or WJ.T. Mitchell, and the achievements of 
feminist or new historical scholars (see Bal, Broude and Garrard, 
Carroll, Holly, and Pollock) have provided important insights into 
the social and cultural negotiations of which images and texts are 
at once the product, instruments, and theater. But we risk losing 
sight of the specific historical difference early modern culture makes 
if we simply collapse imitation as imitatio naturae into a version of 

poetic aemulatio. By refiguring what early moderns understood by, 
and practiced as, "imitation of nature" in terms of a given work's 
relation to the evolving tradition of which it is a part, we neglect 
how much the tradition is driven by just that problematic relation 
to the world-an irreducibly outer, extra-aesthetic world undigested 
by painterly or poetic representation-theorized as imitatio naturae. 

It may clarify the point to recall that the distinction between 
imitatio naturae and aemulatio is largely the same as that between 

painting and poetry; our tendency to refigure it as a deeper (and 

demystificatory) identity parallels a similar reflex in the period itself: 
the humanistic theory of art encapsulated in the doctrine ut 

pictura poesis, "as in painting, so in poetry." By decreeing the essen- 
tial "sisterhood" of the arts, Renaissance aestheticians and their 

baroque and neoclassical epigones minimized differences inimi- 
cal to the moral purpose and idealized canons of beauty to which 
both arts were expected to conform.5 

5 The doctrine ut pictura poesis and the aesthetic tradition it informs may thus 
indirectly (and to a large degree unconsciously) contribute to the antivisual dis- 
course Martin Jay misleadingly associates with the apotheosis of modern critical 
thought in twentieth-century France. Jay's (and Norman Bryson's) wholehearted 
embrace of French accounts of the "scopic" regime prior to the advent of Western 
modernity in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries overlooks the 
profound ambivalence attending vision during the apogee of visual culture in the 
Renaissance and both the baroque and neoclassical seventeenth century. For an 
encyclopedic (and very angry) survey of the iconoclasm dogging visual art from 
ancient times to the present, see Freedberg. For a more relaxed (and intel- 
lectually satisfying) account, see Lichtenstein's La Couleur eloquente, which not 
only anchors ambivalence toward images in early modern culture as such, but also 
relates mistrust of the visual to the parallel suspicion of rhetoric, and both to the 
emergence of philosophy (Platonic "dialectic"). See also ClaireJ. Farago's shrewd 
summary of the contest of painting and poetry that constitutes as it were the 
underside of ut pictura aesthetics. 
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As Baxandall has shown, ut pictura was itself a product of human- 
ist aemulatio, springing from an imitation of classical precedent 

designed to recover the lost legacy of ancient literature by recon- 

structing the classical languages and the texts by which they were 
transmitted. Ut pictura emerges as a controlling preoccupation 
and assumption because it was found to be so among the ancients: 
a precedent reinforced by the occasions it offered, in the form 
of elaborate comparisons and contrasts, for composing model 
Ciceronian periods (Baxandall, Giotto 121-39). But the doctrine 
was also inspired by the sense of painting's peculiar privilege as an 

expression of what Aristotle and Horace taught humanists to think 
of as the core of the ancient philosophy of art, namely, imitatio 
naturae. The same classical sources that induced early humanists 
to compare painting and poetry further urged the centrality of the 
imitation of nature as the wellspring of poetic as well as pictorial 
creation-and where was nature more vividly portrayed than in 
the work of Giotto, Botticelli, Michelangelo, Titian, and Raphael, 
living reincarnations of the lost illusionistic art so tantalizingly 
evoked in Pliny's accounts of the legendary Zeuxis, Pamphilos, 
and Apelles? 

Yet to grasp fully ut pictura's testimony, we must remember that, 
for all it argued painting's primacy, in practice painting answered 
to poetic example, and in particular to the idealized patterns of 
heroic conduct seen in the glorious "light in Troy." One sign of 
this reversal is the preeminence of "history" painting: the repre- 
sentation, as Rensselaer Lee puts it, of "significant human action," 
the exemplary deeds recorded in epic verse, classical mythology, 
and holy scripture (9-23). Another is Roger de Piles's quibble over 

just what, in nature, painters are supposed to imitate, as he rejects 
the inevitably defective particulars of ordinary experience (writ- 
ten off as "la pauvrete de la nature ordinaire") in favor of "la belle 
nature": nature "rectified" in conformity with her own creative 

"principle" or "intention," directed by standards of beauty, nobility, 
and grace for which poetry supplies the type (17, 21-22, 222). 

Indeed, to quibbling of this sort we owe both Aristotle's com- 

monplace in Poetics 1448b that we take pleasure in the imitation 
even of "distressful" things ("the basest animals and corpses") we 
would look on with horror in real life (47), and a second legend of 

Zeuxis, rivalling the famous story of the picture of grapes birds 
tried to eat. Commissioned to paint a picture variously identified 
as Helen or Venus-not merely the most beautiful woman who 
ever lived, but the very image of womanly Beauty itself-Zeuxis 
avoided doing what his portrayal of the grapes would predict: 
faithfully portraying the most beautiful woman he could find. 

Rather, he selected the finest features from a number of different 
women in order to compose the closest possible approximation to 
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an ideal, and therefore inimitable, loveliness.6 The illusionistic 
skill celebrated in the tale of the grapes is thus ultimately subservient 
to an idealism quite opposed to it, and for which the work of Homer, 
not Zeuxis himself, is the authoritative repository. 

To be sure, the parallel reductions of painting to literary example 
effected in the aesthetic writings of the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries and in historical and semiotic theory today run in oppo- 
site directions. Ut pictura tends to sublimate the world to which 

painting bears witness: whence the ambivalence informing Piles's 
double use of the word "nature"-an ambivalence also found in the 
materialist Hobbes's equivocation between the uppercase Nature 
that wills royalism as a way out of the impasse of political association 
and the state of "meer nature" that creates the conditions for the 
anarchic "war of all against all" from which royalism rescues us 

(66). Conversely, by subjecting painting to the same iconoclastic 
referral to underlying conditions as it does poetry, contemporary 
criticism explodes the pretty delusions of aesthetic fiction to reveal 
the brute contingencies (social, sexual, and political as well as for- 
mal and material) that fiction conceals. Still, the net effect is the 
same. By recasting painting as a version of poetry, each contrives 
to make painting invisible: the one by forcing painterly imitation 
to conform to the idealizing canons of poetic taste; the other by 
performing a deconstruction painting has already enacted-and 
not despite, but by virtue of its mimetic force. 

Against this background I propose to look at two pictures by 
painters famous precisely for their uncompromising resistance to 

poetic taste: Caravaggio's The Conversion of St. Paul in the Cerasi 

Chapel in Rome and Rembrandt's late Self-Portrait as the Apostle 
Paul. That both invoke Pauline example is doubly significant. On 
one hand, this double invocation attests to the continuing place of 
textual (as it happens, scriptural) imitation. Both images are "history" 
paintings, if iconoclastic ones: images devoted to representing 
antecedent writings, with an Albertian emphasis on the prefix- 
"re-presenting," making present anew (60-61). On the other hand, 
the iconoclasm both bring to this task is linked to the iconoclastic 
force of the texts from which they draw inspiration. Attention to 
the Pauline authority will thus help us see how this iconoclastic 
relation to historical imitation is grounded in the metaphysics of 

painterly as opposed to historical or poetic mimesis: a metaphysics 
of immanence that, rather than underwriting conformity to canons 
of beauty by which the image might transcend identification with 
"meer nature" in the name of aesthetic aemulatio, instead endorses 
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6 The principal source for stories about the legendary Zeuxis is Pliny's Historia 
naturalis 35:61-66. That Bryson omits the legend of the Helen/Venus painted for 
the Temple of Hera Lakinia, retaining only the story of Zeuxis's illusionistic 
grapes, points to the one-sidedness of his account of the early modern theory of 
painterly imitation. 

6 The principal source for stories about the legendary Zeuxis is Pliny's Historia 
naturalis 35:61-66. That Bryson omits the legend of the Helen/Venus painted for 
the Temple of Hera Lakinia, retaining only the story of Zeuxis's illusionistic 
grapes, points to the one-sidedness of his account of the early modern theory of 
painterly imitation. 
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commitment to worldly nature reproduced in the fallen state from 
which poetic transcendence would raise it. By challenging the 
reductions to which both the ut pictura poesis tradition and our 
own more cynical sense of aesthetic expression subject pictorial 
art, these two paintings will enable us to acknowledge both the 
aesthetic integrity and the philosophical force with which early 
modern painting is invested (see Summers). 

A first step toward seeing what is at issue here is to recall the 

powerful ambivalence that greeted Caravaggio and Rembrandt 
alike. Contemporary accounts of Caravaggio-from Van Mander's 
Het Schilder Boeck of 1604 through Bellori's Vite de' pittori, scultori e 
architetti moderni of 1672 to Piles's Abrege de la vie des peintres of 

1699-consistently describe him as at once the age's greatest exponent 
of naturalism and the man almost singlehandedly responsible for 

destroying the art of painting. Caravaggio, they grant, helped 
painting recover from the excesses of the mannered, anti-naturalistic 

style inherited from Michelangelo. By painting rigorously "after 
nature," working-as did Rembrandt (Alpers, Chapter 3)-directly 
from live models in the studio, Caravaggio brought painting back 
to earth, restoring a proper respect for the human body's native 
colors and attitudes. What is more, the revolutionary intensity of his 
chiaroscuro gave the human body a dramatic relief that both height- 
ened its sense of reality and produced great poignancy and power. 

The problem, as Bellori puts it, was that, in this laudable effort to 
revive the attentive study of nature, Caravaggio "made no attempt 
to improve on [her] creations" (trans. Hibbard 362). On the con- 

trary, he not only went out of his way to reproduce his models exactly 
as he saw them, but also chose models less for their beauty than for 
a visual interest rooted in the coarseness and irregularity of ordi- 

nary human beings. Whence the oft-told tale of Caravaggio's back- 

ing his insistence on letting only nature be his guide by picking 
models from people met casually in the street. This method produces 
his early genre scenes of cardsharps, fortunetellers, and mischievous 

boys. But it later yields the scandalous Death of the Virgin (fig. 1), a 

painting shocking not only because Caravaggio's model was alleged 
to have been a prostitute, but also because he gave the dead Virgin 
the bloated features of a corpse, compromising (fatally) the legend 
of the Assumption the picture was understood to rehearse (Hibbard 
202-203). Caravaggio's defiance of the legend of the Virgin's bodily 
Assumption amplified his notorious predilection for dwelling on 
the callused hands, dirty feet, bald heads, and general scruffy 

bearing of the peasants and laborers he chose to stand for saints, 
martyrs, or the heroes of classical mythology. And what was true of 
the choice and treatment of models was also true of his practice of 

composition generally; thus, the constant complaints about the awk- 
wardness of his subjects' poses and gestures, the want of grace, 
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Figure 1. 

Caravaggio, The Death of the Virgin. The Louvre, Paris. Photo: Art Resource. 

decorum, or "design," and above all the lack of invenzione that pre- 
vented him from capturing the moral beauty it was painting's essen- 
tial mission to make visible.7 
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We have already noted the ambiguity of the term "invention." We now see how this 
ambiguity reproduces the ambivalence toward painting in its "imitative," in the 
sense of "naturalistic," moment. The relation of this ambivalence to evolving notions 
of "invention" is the major theme of Summers's The Judgment of Sense. 
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The charges directed at Rembrandt mirror point for point those 
levelled at Caravaggio. Thus Piles writes that Rembrandt 
owed such knowledge as he acquired of his profession to the sharpness [bonte] of 
his wit and to his reflections. One must nevertheless seek in his works neither 
correctness of design nor a taste for the antique. He himself said that his only goal 
was the imitation of living nature, making nature consist solely in created things as 
we see them. (433) 

Piles does allow skill at portraiture: "he made a large number of por- 
traits endowed with surprising force, suavity, and truth"-paintings 
that resemble his exquisite etchings in the remarkable adroitness 
with which they "express both the flesh and the life." He also concedes 

that, despite a failure "to choose what is beautiful in Nature," 
Rembrandt "displayed wonderful art in the imitation of present 
things," and most notably in his portraits which, "far from fearing 
comparison with any Painter, often overthrow, by their presence, 
those of the greatest Masters." Yet the very thing that made for the 
remarkable "presence" of his portraits fatally flawed his art: the 
refusal to rise above the world as he saw it, sacrificing the claims of 

beauty on the altar of fidelity to mere "present things" (433-35). 
The alleged causes for these failings are themselves instructive. In 

Caravaggio's case, the deliberate ugliness he cultivated was adduced 
to his troubled melancholic temperament, ostensibly the source as 
well for his infamous hubris and paranoia, violent behavior (that 
included killing a man in a tavern fight), and dubious sexual pro- 
clivities. Piles's Rembrandt is likewise a sorry object-lesson ("une 

preuve tres-sensible") of "the power that habit and education exert 
over natural gifts." For despite possessing tremendous native talents, 
Rembrandt was Dutch, and Holland was proverbial for its phlegmatic 
pesanteur and lack of imaginative vivacity, traits Rembrandt com- 

pounded by associating with the riff-raff of the lower middle 
classes and the Jewish quarter rather than the nobler spirits from 
more exalted orders of society.8 However, what was never alleged 
in either case was something inherent to painting itself, some- 

thing precisely linked to that awesome "presence" no one could 

help acknowledging. And it is just here that attention to the 

inspiration both Caravaggio and Rembrandt draw from the New 
Testament tradition of St. Paul proves illuminating. For the ambiva- 
lence with which contemporary observers responded to their 

paintings is shared by the painters themselves as reflected in the 
choice of texts informing the paintings I have singled out for a 
closer view. 
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s On how Rembrandt's education and associations spoiled his natural gifts, see 
Piles, pp. 435-36. On contemporary attitudes toward the proverbially "heavy" and 
"phlegmatic" Dutch, see Schama, pp. 257-88. Both Lessing's Laocoon and Kant's 
Observations on the Feeling of the Beautiful and Sublimze also have special relevance to 
the scandal of naturalism. 
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The Cerasi Conversion of St. Paul (fig. 2) is a compendium of 

Caravaggiesque traits. There is the weary attendant with his wor- 
ried wrinkled brow and large workman's hands, looking down in 
amazement at the prostrate Paul, while holding the head of a plain 
piebald horse quite unlike the noble purebreds other painters 
use. There is the strained muscularity of the general composition, 
bodies packed into a space whose claustrophobic exiguousness is 

emphasized by the elimination of all distance between image and 
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Caravaggio, The Conversion of St. Paul. 
Cerasi Chapel, Church of S. Maria del Popolo, Rome. Photo: Art Resource. 
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beholder, in effect dumping the fallen saint into the viewer's lap.9 
There is the powerful chiaroscuro, creating a stark contrast between 
the ambient darkness and the strong light descending at a sharp 
angle from the right to illuminate the attendant's head, the 
horse's flank, and the ecstatic saint. Finally, there is the wrenching 
anamorphosis, dictated in part by the painting's location, adjust- 
ing the figures to allow for the position of a beholder kneeling before 
the altar in the side chapel where the image is placed, but also 

expressing what all of the picture's features derive from their 
source in Acts 22:5-11. 

The painting's anamorphic effect reenacts the conversion it 

helps depict by requiring a physical displacement parallel to the 

spiritual turn it represents.l?Just as Paul, knocked flat by the sudden 
outbreak of celestial light, is driven from the road of his persecutory 
intent-both stopped in his tracks and turned in the entirely new 
direction of devoted apostleship-so the beholder is turned, aban- 

doning the normal, frontal posture relative to the image in favor 
of one dictated by the painting's placement, above us and to the 

right, on the side wall of the chapel where it hangs: the position, 
precisely, of kneeling before the altar, and so abandoning our 

daily pursuits to adopt an attitude of humble supplication. And 
what makes for the dramatic necessity of this turn is our "place" in 
the broadest sense: not just our relative position before the altar, 
but our home in the fallen world of carnal darkness that both image 
and beholder share. 

As Howard Hibbard argues, the Conversion's powerful contest 
between light and environing darkness, oriented by the downward, 

incomprehending gaze of the unenlightened attendant, inscribes 
the severe Pauline and Augustinian theology of original sin soon 
to take shape as the unyielding Jansenist rejection of man and 
world (130-31; cf. Goldmann, esp. chapter 7). Because the picture 
portrays the gratuitous and unmerited gracine intervention that 
alone is capable of saving us, the painting represents a light whose 
source is wholly hidden-a light Paul may once have seen, but 
which is now as invisible to us as it is to the bewildered attendant 

looking down at his sprawling master, and perhaps even to the 
master himself, given Paul's closed, blank eyes. 

This suggests that Caravaggio's refusal to surrender to the ideal- 

izing prettiness of conventional art receives a Pauline sanction. We 

9 See Alpers, "Describe or Narrate?," who draws on this feature of the composition 
to underscore Caravaggio's commitment to representation as opposed to narrative. By 
dumping the hero in our lap, obliterating the distance between image and beholder, 
Caravaggio as it were rubs our noses in the brute fact of representation as such, 
cut off from flight into the idealized significance of "significant human action." 

'0 I develop here an insight derived from Gilman's commentary on the elder 
Hans Holbein's The Ambassadors, pp. 98-104. For my own discussion of Holbein's 
painting, see Refiguring the Real, pp. 115-19. 
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could of course cite many places as keys to Caravaggio's interpre- 
tation of the instigating passage in Acts. Paul's dominant theme, 
struck at almost every turn, is the urgent contest between Godly 
Light and worldly Darkness, pitting the living Spirit of Christian 
Love against the lethal Letter of Hebrew Law, the true righteous- 
ness of inner Faith against deluded reliance on outward carnal 

Works, or the freedom granted by obedience to Christ against the 

bondage of unillumined human will. But perhaps the clearest text, 
one whose mirror conceit moreover spoke directly to baroque sen- 

sibility (Gilman 167-75), is 1 Corinthians 13:12: "For now we see 

through a glass, darkly; but then face to face: now I know in part; 
but then shall I know even as also I am known." This verse articulates 
the tension figured elsewhere as the contrast between the "invis- 
ible things of God" (Romans 1:20) and the idolatrous practices of the 

"carnally minded" (Romans 8:6), those whose perspective on the 
otherwise plain text of Creation is occluded by selfish reference to fleshly 
understanding. It thereby expresses not only the nature of the 
world of visible as opposed to invisible things, but also the absolute 
limits set on what we see as a condition of natural vision: limits rehearsed 
and confirmed by the very realism with which Caravaggio's painting 
so forcefully projects the story from Acts into the carnal world we 
inhabit. The presence Caravaggio brings to the portrayal of Paul's 
conversion becomes the paradoxical index of our alienation from 
the Truth it portrays, a remove as incontrovertible as the dramatic 

immediacy that denounces it. 
The Cerasi Conversion thus tells its story in such a way as to com- 

ment on, and condemn, at once the art that tells it and the hellish 
carnal nature that requires such a telling to image the light that 

escapes that nature. To this extent, it expounds the self-loathing 
evinced elsewhere as the erotic charge, and self-directed erotic violence, 

Caravaggiesque painting makes uniquely its own. One of the more 

disquieting features of The Death of the Virgin is the central figure's 
sexual availability: the literally prostituted model enacts a doubly illicit 
desire as representing both the Virgin and a corpse. But still more 

emphatic (and characteristic) are the mingled horror and relish 

expended on the beheading in Judith and Holofernes (fig. 3), a narra- 
tive that licenses a barely concealed castration-strangulation fantasy 
legible not only in the ambiguous intensity ofJudith's expression, but 
also in the fact that Caravaggio casts himself in the role of Holofernes. 

Decapitation is indeed the compulsory theme of Caravaggio's self- 

portraits, returned to in David and Goliath (fig. 4) and, above all, in 
the infinitely recursive Medusa (fig. 5), whose face, frozen in that 
moment of lethal self-recognition when she meets her own coun- 
tenance in the reflecting surface of Perseus's burnished shield and 
is petrified, offers a spectacle we should not see since to see it is 
likewise to be turned to stone. The Medusa's uncanny specularity 
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Figure 3. 
Caravaggio,Judith and Holofernes. National Gallery, Rome. Photo: Art Resource. 
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condenses the entire argument of Carvaggiesque self-portraiture, 
which is of course an argument about the nature of painting itself: 
to paint is to indulge a monstrous appetite (both the painter's and 
the beholder's) that would destroy us if gazed on directly, undis- 

guised by heroic displacement. 
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Caravaggio, David with Head of Goliath. Borghese Gallery, Rome. Photo: Art Resource. 
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Figure 5. 

Caravaggio, Medusa. Uffizi Gallery, Florence. Photo: Art Resource. 

Such is Caravaggio's Pauline interpretation of the art that shapes 
the Cerasi Conversion and the self-portraits alike. But what of Rem- 
brandt? Rembrandt being Rembrandt, it will come as no surprise 
that for him, too, the key lies in a self-portrait-indeed, in the late 

Self-Portrait as the Apostle Paul. St. Paul's is hardly the only likeness 
Rembrandt assumed; yet the theme has a special relevance, reveal- 

ing something deep about his conception of the nature of his art. 
To see it, however, we must grasp the import not merely of this 

particular self-portrait, but of self-portraiture in general. In the 
form in which it has come down to us from the Renaissance, the 

genre of the self-portrait is a kind of precipitate of the naturalism it 

exploits. That Rembrandt should portray himself at all, let alone 
as St. Paul, is thus in the first instance an expression of the broader 
naturalist goals his painting serves. 

The commitment to self-portraiture reflects what has been a common- 

place of Western art historical analysis since the very inception of the 

discipline in Leon Battista Alberti's De pictura of 1435-namely, 
that both a major achievement and central precondition of Renaissance 
art is a certain appropriation of space." What most obviously and 

immediately sets Renaissance painting apart from its medieval 
forebears is mastery of the techniques of three-dimensional represen- 
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art is a certain appropriation of space." What most obviously and 
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forebears is mastery of the techniques of three-dimensional represen- 

1 The notion of the Renaissance "appropriation of space" was suggested by 
Albert Cook, who set it as the theme for a panel to which he invited me to contribute 
at the fifth conference of the International Society for the Study of European 
Ideas, held at the University for Humanist Studies, Utrecht, in August, 1996. 

1 The notion of the Renaissance "appropriation of space" was suggested by 
Albert Cook, who set it as the theme for a panel to which he invited me to contribute 
at the fifth conference of the International Society for the Study of European 
Ideas, held at the University for Humanist Studies, Utrecht, in August, 1996. 
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tation. The techniques are multiform: shading and foreshortening 
to catch the volumes and proportions of living persons, the objects they 
surround themselves with, the rooms and landscapes they inhabit; 
a regular treatment of light sources and patient exposition of the 
reflective properties of the different materials painters portray 
and the media (tempera, oils) used to portray them; command of 
the projective geometry required to induce a coherent sense of appar- 
ent distances. The art involved also draws deeply on collateral habits 
and interests that are not strictly artistic: an eye for individuals, 
whether human, animal, or the products of skilled workmanship; a 

growing taste for and access to "worldly goods" both of the sort 

paintings increasingly depict and of the sort constituted by paint- 
ings themselves; adroitness at gauging volumes or assessing the 

quality of metals, stones, and textiles.l2 But however rich and multi- 
farious its sources and components, what distinguishes Renaissance 
art as a whole, making a decisive threshold that justifies our insis- 
tence on the advent of a clearly demarcated period, is a single 
dominant effect. We are, from an art historical point of view, finally 
and unequivocally in the Renaissance the moment painters succeed 
in methodizing the construction of a convincing simulacrum of "real" 
non- or extra-pictorial space. Nor is this merely a matter of method. 
The illusion of three-dimensional space is routinized, becoming not 

just a consistent aim, but a norm to which painters automatically 
conform regardless of genre, theme, or intent-the essential and 
universal presumption of Western artistic production. To paint at 
all means to paint in three dimensions, with the result that, once 

past the heroic experimental age of the Netherlandish and Italian 
fifteenth century, the art that it takes to do so, the fact of aesthetic 

mediation, goes curiously out of focus. 

Many recent scholarly quarrels stem from this lack of focus. In 

denouncing the "replication" theory of art, Bryson is certainly 
right to claim that what passes for "replication" is art, and that 
what tradition has tended to conceptualize as neutral reproduction is 
in fact an illusion. But the "illusion" was surely just the point, as 
was the art it took to create it. The ideal of replication made the art, 
which is indeed why replication was so highly valued as an art, inde- 

pendent of what it represented. The naivety Bryson assumes is of 
his own making. What is more, in foisting on the Renaissance a 
facile notion of an extra-verbal "image" supposed to escape the reach 
of the signifying "word," he constructs an equally facile account of 
a purely semiotic alternative, as though image and word, imitation 
and signification did not intimately shape each other as twin faces 
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12 For two wonderfully circumstancial studies of the role of what I have called 
"collateral" skills and interests grounded in the broader social, material, and eco- 
nomic context in which Renaissance art appears, see Baxandall, Painting and 
Experience in Fifteenth-Century Italy andJardine. 
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of a single problematic. By claiming a suppression of art as semiosis, 
Bryson not only obscures a specifically early modern semiotics of art, 
but also masks a productive tension integral to the early modern 
sense of what imitation entails, symbolically as well as formally. In 

recalling the spatial illusionism on which Renaissance art depends, 
I aim thus to recover something of the remarkable intelligence that 

pervades it as an expression of the special kind of self-conscious 

symbolic experience naturalism provides. 
A necessary correlate of the painterly projection of three-dimensional 

space is the imposition of a systematic perspective defined relative to 
the fixed standpoint of an incarnate observer. It is indeed this neces- 

sary formal feature of Renaissance art that justifies speaking of an 

"appropriation" of space in the sense of a seizure or usurpation of 

it, a more or less violent making it one's own. This is the underlying 
motive for Alberti's otherwise baffling characterization of paint- 
ing, in the second chapter of De pictura, as the pool or fountain of 
Narcissus. Painting, he claims, is not only the highest, but the 

original of all the arts: 

Indeed, hardly any art, except the very meanest, can be found that does not somehow 

pertain to painting. So I would venture to assert that whatever beauty there is in 

things has been derived from painting. Painting was honoured by our ancestors 
with this special distinction that, whereas all other artists were called craftsmen, 
the painter alone was not counted among their number. Consequently I used to 
tell my friends that the inventor of painting, according to the poets, was Narcissus, 
who was turned into a flower; for, as painting is the flower of all the arts, so the tale 
of Narcissus fits our purpose perfectly. What is painting but the act of embracing 
by means of art the surface of the pool? (2:26) 

What initially recommends this metaphor is paranomasia, the 

pun on "flower" driving the pseudo-syllogism (or enthymeme) 
ornamenting Alberti's hubristic claims on painting's behalf. Paint- 

ing is the "flower" of all the arts; Narcissus (so Ovid reports in 

Metamorphoses 3:509-10) turned into a flower; the inventor of 

painting was therefore Narcissus. But the syllogism's failure to 

equate already alerts us to the fact that more is at issue-for a start, 

painting's new-found (or, as Italian humanists liked to insist, 

newly recovered) status as imitatio naturae, a "mirror of nature" 

offering a reflecting surface of the sort in which Narcissus notoriously 
lost his soul through misdirected self-contemplation. The analogy's 
appropriateness is, then, keyed to what makes painting the "flower" 
of the arts: the power of illusion granted by the art of linear per- 
spective it is Alberti's mission to codify and transmit. 

But even this explanation fails to keep pace with Alberti's free 

associations; and it fails precisely because it neglects the artfulness 

underlying painterly imitation. For all it "mirrors" external nature, 

painting is not a mirror and thus (to recall a point Leonardo 

raises) will not, as a proper mirror must, mechanically reproduce 
whatever happens to stand before it: a painting will and can only 
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Figure 6. 

Jan van Eyck, Wedding Portrait of the Arnolfini. National Gallery, London. 
Figure 6. 

Jan van Eyck, Wedding Portrait of the Arnolfini. National Gallery, London. 

"reflect" what the artist has consciously chosen to represent in it 

(Richter 18). What ultimately determines the relevance of the figure 
of Narcissus, then, is the way in which, as a mirror of external nature, 
it entails a corollary notion of self For of course it takes an artist to 
convert nature into representation; and the artist must in turn 

represent in three dimensions-a feat that demands, as a formal 

precondition of the projective geometry involved, affixing as it 
were the negative impression of one's own face on nature so por- 
trayed. Insofar as the illusion of a third dimension implies the 

adoption of a definite perspective, the world that arises in the 
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shape this prescribes implies the person from whose angle we sup- 
pose ourselves to see it. 

What Alberti's metaphor shows is that portraiture and self- 

portraiture are intimately and inextricably linked: the one entails 
the other as a rigorous condition and consequence. This explains 
why, whether in the free, "empirical" mode of the Netherlands or 
in the more strictly geometric constructions of Italy, the moment we 
have the illusion of "real" three-dimensional space, we get the con- 
vention of the "signature portrait," in which artists inscribe their 
own image peering back from the world they depict.13 As attested by 
the mirror registeringJan van Eyck's testamentary presence in The 

Wedding Portrait of the Arnolfini (figs. 6 & 7) or Raphael's slily side- 
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Figure 7. 

Jan van Eyck, Wedding Portrait of the Arnolfini, detail with self-portrait of van Eyck. 
National Gallery, London. 
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13 See Bonafoux, pp. 17-21. Bonafoux briefly touches on an interesting counter- 
example in the case of the self-portrait the twelfth-century mystic Hildegard von 
Bingen has left us in the margin of a manuscript. Hildegard distinguishes herself 
from the nuns in her charge (also portrayed in the margin) merely by enlarging 
the figure that represents her, as befits her status as their superior. The image is 
thus doubly non- or pre-perspectival: there is no regard for "natural" proportion, 
and there is correspondingly no point of view. But of course there is no self-portrait 
either: the image inscribes, not Hildegard as a particular being, but Hildegard as 
generic Mother Superior. 
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generic Mother Superior. 
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long likeness in the right foreground of The School of Athens (figs. 8 
& 9), to look at a painting by van Eyck or Raphael is already, vir- 

tually, to look at van Eyck or Raphael themselves, since it is from 
their viewpoint that the painting's spatial illusion springs, as water 
from a fountain or pool. 

Latent, then, in the Renaissance appropriation of space is a cer- 
tain logic of implication through which space and the appropriating 
person-through which space as a personal proprium and the per- 
son whose implicit property it is-invoke one another as comple- 
ments. But I also want to suggest something more: not only how space 
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Figure 9. 

Raphael, The School of Athens, detail with self-portrait of Raphael. 
Vatican Palace, Rome. Photo: Art Resource. 

Figure 9. 

Raphael, The School of Athens, detail with self-portrait of Raphael. 
Vatican Palace, Rome. Photo: Art Resource. 

promotes person as a necessary condition of its own appropriative 
realization, but also how person itself, as condition, is in turn 

productively (because dialectically) problematized. 
Renaissance art appropriates space by indexing it to person. But 

person is itself a byproduct of the appropriative form, as depen- 
dent thereon as the space that emerges as its property. Self- 

portraiture (whether in visual or verbal form, as indexed to a 
Rembrandt or, as Joel Fineman shows in his book on the "inven- 
tion of poetic subjectivity" in the Sonnets, to a Shakespeare) is 
where the incipient chiasmus described by the relation between 
visual "object" and visualizing "subject" comes explicitly to light. 
However, the discovery or the "invention" (that is, both the cre- 
ation and the retrieval) of the person of the artist is inevitably be- 
lated. It is only when working back from the appropriated world that 
we meet the face its form implies; and this belatedness reveals an 

asymmetry that has to be reckoned with. 
Consider the case of Rembrandt. Rembrandt's face, available in 

some seventy-five versions, in multiple guises and media, composed 
over four decades (Chapman 3), is of interest not simply in its own 

right, but because it is perceived to be the source of other, prior 
images in which it does not nominally figure. Some self-portraits 
are composed in the service of something else, where Rembrandt 
uses his face as a model for pictures whose ostensible subjects are not 

Rembrandt, but the Prodigal Son (fig. 10), the laughing Democritus 
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Figure 10. 
Rembrandt van Rijn, Self-Portrait with Saskia as the Prodigal Son. 

State Art Collections, Dresden. 
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Rembrandt van Rijn, Self-Portrait with Saskia as the Prodigal Son. 

State Art Collections, Dresden. 

Figure 11. 
Rembrandt van Rijn, Self-Portrait as Old Man Laughing. 

Wallraf-Richartz Museum, Cologne. 

Figure 11. 
Rembrandt van Rijn, Self-Portrait as Old Man Laughing. 

Wallraf-Richartz Museum, Cologne. 
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(fig. 11),14 or indeed St. Paul. All of them can, moreover, be appreci- 
ated simply as portraits, the kind of picture even so otherwise severe 
a critic as the neoclassical Piles admired. But the existence of quite so 

many self-portraits also suggests a response to contemporary demand 
-the emergence of a market for likenesses of Rembrandt himself. 
As Svetlana Alpers caustically reminds us, Rembrandt was unusually 
quick to grasp the mechanisms determining the financial value of 
his work, leading him at one point to buy back as many of his 

prints as he could lay hands on in order to drive up the price 
(Rembrandt's Enterprise, Chapter 4). If, then, Rembrandt turned out 
so many self-portraits, it is surely in part because Dutch patrons 
wanted them. But why should patrons want them if not for the sake 
of his other pictures? They are the fruit of speculation in a double 
sense: paintings born of an interrogation of his art in turn aimed 
at making a profit from their association with "Rembrandts," as 

images of the author of the sort of pictures patrons prized. 
Rembrandt's face thus depends from images we recognize as 

depending on it. But this means that we can never properly grasp 
the face in the form in and as which it genuinely interests us: the 

self-portrait marks a displacement it can never overcome-notjust 
because it implies an infinite regress, the endless succession of yet 
further portraits of the artist portraying himself, but because of the 
indelible belatedness of its own self-discovery. And it is, finally, to 
his fascinated and uncompromising awareness of this fact that we 
owe Rembrandt's status as the archetypal Self of "modern," post- 
Renaissance self-portraiture, which is-along with the poetic 
subjectivity of Shakespeare and the philosophic subjectivity of 

Montaigne or Descartes-one of the three major sources of Western 

self-understanding. Rembrandt paints his own face so often, so 

searchingly, and in so many modes, moods, and guises, precisely 
because the task is hopeless. Many things contribute to this hopeless- 
ness, from the inevitable mediations of convention, form, and material 

expression to the simple (yet fundamental) elusiveness or, to borrow 

Joseph Margolis's term, "intransparency" of truth itself. But the deep- 
est reason lies in the relational and differential, in a word dialectical, 
character of self inscribed in its emergence as entailment-as arising 
quite literally beside itself, in the space implied by the forms it makes. 

"4 This painting is usually designated as "Rembrandt" or "Self-Portrait as an Old 
Man Laughing," a title that has the questionable merit of being "merely" descriptive 
and thus tautological. However, as I recall elsewhere (Refiguring the Real, p. 217), the 
subject (and, consequently, the title) is moot since various clues (both internal 
and external) suggest it may also be identified as "The Laughing Democritus" (opposed 
to the "Weeping Herakleitos," represented by the frowning effigy in the left back- 
ground) or as the ancient Zeuxis, who, it is claimed, painted at the end of his life 
the portrait of an old woman of such comical ugliness he died laughing at his own 
image of her. See Chapman, Rembrandt's Self-Portraits, pp. 101-104, who comes 
down squarely in favor of this last reading. My choice of title here is thus polemical, 
designed to call attention to the painting's exemplary (and delightful) indeterminacy. 
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and external) suggest it may also be identified as "The Laughing Democritus" (opposed 
to the "Weeping Herakleitos," represented by the frowning effigy in the left back- 
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The philosophical formulation of the dialectical nature of the 
modern self, the extensionless "thing that thinks" over against the 

spatial extension relative to which we uncover it, will have to await, of 

course, the chiastic turn through which, in Hegel's Phenomenology of 

Spirit or Mind, the analysis of knowledge from the viewpoint of the 
known is necessarily fulfilled in the self-consciousness of knowing: a 
movement still more fully realized in Merleau-Ponty's unfinished Le 
visible et l'invisible and the Lacanian lectures on le regard that spring 
from it, where we are shown how self (the "subject") arises in fact 
as object-a correlate of the world mediately apprehended in the 
form it gives that world in order to have one.'5 But this belated philo- 
sophical uncovering (or peripeteic reversal, or critical anagnorisis) 
merely explicates (where, as in Hegel, it does not misconstrue) 
what is already latent in Rembrandtesque self-portraiture. 

What Rembrandt tirelessly pursues, while unfailingly aware of his 

inability to overtake it, is the perplexing absence self becomes as a 
reflex of the conditions evoking it. Self's innermost meaning 
stems (here Hegel is right) from its relation to what is not self, and 
more specifically to its status as that by which non-self comes to 
conscious light, as other. But if this is so, then the gesture of posing 
the question of its own nature alienates the very thing that makes 
it matter: its character as the ground of a relation most fully realized 

solely in the self-evidence it accords its other as such-in pictorial 
terms, the images it has left as the only things that matter, the only 
things that truly abide. 

As a downpayment on the demonstration this thesis requires, let 
us now turn to the late Self-Portrait as the Apostle Paul (fig. 12). We 

might notice first of all the displacement caused by the "as" of the 
conventional title, an adverb repeatedly used to denote self-portraits. 
(For each "young Rembrandt with face in shadow" or "old Rembrandt 
in a linen cap," there is at least one "Rembrandt as the Prodigal 
Son" or "Rembrandt as an old man laughing.") Insofar as this is a 

self-portrait as opposed to, say, a depiction of St. Paul for which 
Rembrandt used himself as a model, Rembrandt arrives at the 
"truth" of his own face along the bias of analogy. He does not (and 
it is a telling point of grammar that he cannot) portray himself "as 
Rembrandt." Each pictorial statement of Rembrandt turns out to be 
an interrogative. The route back to Rembrandt, as origin of the 

15 See Merleau-Ponty's "L'entrelacs-le chiasme" (pp. 172-204), and the annexed 
"notes de travail" devoted to the reversible relation tying "le visible" to "le voyant," and 
vice versa (pp. 314-18), as well as Lacan's "Qu'est-ce qu'un tableau?" (pp. 97-109), 
a discussion of painting in the context of Lacan's famous analyses of the regard or 
gaze. A similar structure underpins Margolis's constructivist account of interpre- 
tation in Interpretation Radical But Not Unruly. However, like Merleau-Ponty and 
unlike Margolis, I do not make a relativist virtue of what Hegel has shown to be a 
dialectical necessity. 
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Figure 12. 
Rembrandt van Rijn, Self-Portrait as the Apostle Paul. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. 

Figure 12. 
Rembrandt van Rijn, Self-Portrait as the Apostle Paul. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. 

picture we are looking at, is of necessity oblique, tacking here by 
way of scriptural allusion just as elsewhere it navigates among the 
multiform queries even straightforward self-portraits become-if 

only as an expression of their temporal and numerical as well as 
modal multiplicity. 

There is, in addition, a second displacement, which comes by 
way of the Pauline text (1 Corinthians 13:12-13) we drew on for 

Caravaggio's Cerasi Conversion: a text that enables us to gloss the 

light source whose thematic invisibility points to the moral of the tired 
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old face the painting proposes, in its author's stead, as St. Paul.l6 
As before, I cite the King James Bible, closely modelled here on 
William Tyndale's revised translation of 1534, with the important 
doctrinal concession of rendering Tyndale's Lutheran "love" as a 
version of the Vulgate's caritas:17 
12 For now we see through a glass, darkly; but then face to face: now I know in 

part; but then shall I know even as also I am known. 

13 And now abideth faith, hope, charity, these three; but the greatest of these is 

charity. 

Already leading away from the picture's subject as a self-portrait 
is the artful care expended on the natural truth of the old man's 
face: the bulbous nose and oddly pursed lips; the deep wrinkles 
and folds of the aging skin; the unkempt beard and ungovernable 
curly hair; the weariness that comes from decades of attentive 
labor. To begin with there is, then, just this man, "Rembrandt," 

emerging from the penumbral ground in all the poignancy of his 

lonely singularity. And yet however "true" in purely human terms, 
this old man, whom we take for Rembrandt, is also St. Paul, identified 

by the turban he wears in token of the Biblical past, the conventional 
baldness of the furrowed brow, the Book he holds in his hands, 
and the typological sword protruding from the folds of his cloak. 

The direction of the sitter's Pauline gaze provides the focus for 

deeper reflection (cf. Braider, Refiguring 217-18). Placed at a slight 
distance from the plane, the saint (or artist) lifts his tired myopic 
eyes from his reading. But where does he look? Toward whom, or 

what, does he transfer his glance? At the moment in which he is 

portrayed, his eyes turn vaguely in our direction; but the move- 
ment begun on the right with the lifting of his eyes from his book 
carries his gaze beyond the painting's spectators, toward the 
source of light behind him, hidden in some indeterminate space 
off to the left. It is this detail above all that authorizes us to find 
the picture's text in the first of Paul's two verses, inscribing the 

gesture by which the saint turns from the dark glass of this life 
toward the momentous "then" when, after death, we shall at last 

gaze on truth "face to face." (And let us note in passing how our 
own gaze now enacts this very death, in the "face-to-face" that 
meets a picture more than three centuries old.) 

16 
Though it is perhaps worth noting here in passing that, while the Catholic 

Caravaggio may be said to "quote" 1 Corinthians as it were by osmosis, as a text 
distilling the Pauline mood informing so much post-Tridentine devotional art, the 
Protestant Rembrandt almost certainly read Paul for himself. Moreover, as I hope 
the development of my reading of the self-portrait shows, Paul's verses compass 
the details of Rembrandt's painting so closely as to suggest we have good reason to 
think Rembrandt had them specifically in mind. 

17 On Tyndale's fundamental contribution to the idiom that would eventually 
yield the Authorised Version of the Bible published during the reign of James I, 
and thus also on the temper of the English language as a whole, see Daniell, particu- 
larly the nice discussion (pp. 134-42) of the language of the New Testament of 1526. 
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This places Paul's truth in a realm to which no image has access 
-not only because no painting could ever depict the light Rembrandt 

gestures toward as the ultimate source and subject of his work, but 
also because no human eye could see that light even if it could be 

represented. The image does not finally speak to our eyes, then, 
but rather to something other, and inner, to which Paul appeals in 
the next verse: faith, of course, and hope, but above all charity- 
the curious sensation also called Love. 

In the guise of a self-portrait, Rembrandt thus explores a dilemma 
bound up with the very essence of Paul's apostolic mission. Paul is 
a teacher trying to exhibit Christ's reality as Savior and as the para- 
doxically incarnate Word in a world of carnal darkness whose inhab- 
itants will inevitably fail to see, believe, and understand-a world 
where every attempt to represent truth transforms it into a now 

tragic, now comic parody or distortion. This problem has a special 
relevance to 1 Corinthians inasmuch as what impels Paul to write 
the letter is the Corinthians' failure to remember what he had told 
them during his original visit, "face to face," concerning the need 
to remain open even to sinners whom, on a recent visit subsequent 
to Paul's own, the belligerent Peter has excluded from Christ's church.l8 

Love, the Greek agape or Latin caritas, is invoked at several levels: 
as the attitude Christ's example enjoins toward outsiders as well as 
toward the faithful; as the grounds for Paul's claim versus the 

hard, unloving Peter; but also, in a transposition Augustine of 

Hippo will lay at the very basis of Christian Doctrine (De doctrina 
christiana 3:10:16), as the key to grasping both Paul's original spoken 
words and the written ones sent in an epistle whose necessity and 

fragility are alike confirmed by the events to which it responds. 
Both the contrast asserted in verse 12 (between the "now" of the 
dark glass and the later "then" when, after death, we finally see 
"face to face") and the appeal launched in verse 13 (to faith, to 

hope, and to the loving charity alone capable of helping us sense 
even now what will only then be truly known) say the same thing: to 
see what stands before us means looking with eyes other than our 
natural ones. And what is true of Paul's endlessly iterated words- 
the ones spoken in Corinth, those of the first epistle supplement- 
ing them in his absence, those of the second epistle supplementing 
the first, and so on down to Augustine's injunction that love is the 
one true way to Christian Doctrine-is all the more applicable to 
the image Rembrandt sets before us. 

18 See 1 Corinthians 1:10-31, where Paul speaks of the "contentions" between 
Jews and Greeks associated with the Corinthians' breakdown into rival parties pitting 
those "of Paul" against those "of Apollos" and those "of Cephas [Peter]." The accusa- 
tions of "sin" with whichJews and Greeks seem to have taxed each other cover a lot 
of ground-everything from the "touching of women," fornication, and incest to 
conflicting dietary concerns, dealings with "idolators," law suits, and circumcision. 
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To understand it-whether as a doctrinal statement in the guise 
of a self-portrait, or as a self-portrait in the guise of a doctrinal dilemma 
-means sensing in it something other than whatever it is we think 
we see, because what we see is the mark of a something else as 
invisible as the light source that makes the figure in the painting 
visible in the first place. The painting offers a portrait whose multi- 
form "identity" inscribes the infinite deferral of the "face to face" 
encounter it invites. And what is this if not the truth of the self it 
undertakes to portray? 

And yet, as hinted earlier, this truth remains dialectical. Self sur- 
faces as the belated correlate of its other; the subject is an impli- 
cate of the objects it represents and by which alone its existence and 

activity make themselves known and valued. But this means that 
the face's truth cannot be determined except as lodged beyond itself 
-not only in the radiance Paul's text locates in the unimaginable 
light that awaits us after death, but also in the realm of carnal dark- 
ness from which the portrait springs as a likeness and expression. We 
have seen how self-portraiture is a reflex of painterly imitation. We 
now see how this commits it to an appeal to the world of which 
Rembrandt's naturalism is the symbiotic register: the world it shapes, 
as Rembrandt's, the uniquely self-designating product of his hand 
and eye; but equally the world it shapes as part of the wider experi- 
ence in which it finds matter and place. Self-portraits are always at 
some level interrogations of the art identified with the artist whose 

image they yield. But this art is itself a question about the world to 
which the artist gives characteristic form: Rembrandt "invents" the 
world according to Rembrandt, but in the double sense of forging 
and finding, patenting and coming across. 

So it is to the world as Rembrandt finds it-even if, in the end, it 
takes just the historically specific "Rembrandt" to find it-that the 

self-portrait turns in search of the answer to the question it asks. But 
the world it meets-what even Piles acknowledges as the unique 
mode of presence Rembrandt achieves-is itself a question: the deep 
ontological question figured as the infinite deferral Paul calls 
"love." Although Caravaggio voices the question of love in the angry 
tones of tortured ambivalence where Rembrandt sounds the gentler 
note of the Christian charity with which Paul revises the picture of 
faithless and hopeless estrangement framed in 1 Corinthians 

13:12, the ontology both see as embodied or enacted by the form of 

painting as such is more significant than their differences of tempera- 
ment. Paul's text enables the image to espouse not merely authori- 
tative speech about, but the very form of, fallen human experience. 

This, in turn, suggests something of what was at stake when artists 
like Caravaggio and Rembrandt violated the aesthetic norms enshrined 
in poetic aemulatio in the name of an apparently more naive and primi- 
tive sense of imitation: the nature of "nature" as at once illumined 
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and occluded by the characteristic early modern doubletalk about 
"nature" and "imitation" both. As hinted earlier, resistance to utpictura's 
sublimation of imitation as imitatio naturae and, by that means, of 
certain insights into the nature thus imitated enacts an important 
shift gathering momentum as the era of the Counter Reformation 

approaches its apotheosis and catastrophe in the Baroque. And at the 
heart of this shift lies the problem of immanence-what Heidegger 
has in mind in saying both that metaphysics remains the central task 
of philosophy and that the world has no outside"9 There is, in other 

words, a deep affinity between the defiant version of naturalism 
found in Caravaggio and Rembrandt and what Spinoza and Pascal 
aim at, now in an historical exegesis of scripture in the interests of 
a deified Nature that is also a radical naturalization of divinity, now 
in the Jansenist's simultaneous refusal of the world and assertion of 
an irremediably hidden God. As Spinoza and Pascal ironically insist, 
the very ideals in whose name human beings strive to transcend 
fallen historical experience themselves express that experience. 

Poetic aemulatio encounters an absolute ontological limit inscribed 
in the imitatio naturae it aims to rectify and surpass. The only authentic 

representation of the ideal, of truth, is one that espouses the form it 
transcends, gesturing toward the light as an emergent property of 
the darkness that occludes it. But where the high aesthetic orthodoxy 
emanating from Italy would see this as loss, Caravaggio and Rembrandt 
enable us to recognize a new authority, grounded in what we might 
call the deep philosophical content, and indeed vocation, of the art 
of painting. Nor does this merely substitute a new verbal discipline 
for the older one, ut pictura philosophia taking over where the more 
conventional ut pictura poesis leaves off. The embrace of the Pauline 
text sets painting free to explore and expound the message for 
which its deepest formal nature frames it-a message philosophy 
itself only barely brings to light. 

University of Colorado, Boulder 

19 This frames, of course, the whole argument of Sein und Zeit. The disclosure 
(or "unconcealment") of our "thrownness" into a world of pure facticity eliminates 
metaphysical value or meaning as a given of human experience, except as a need 
(or, better, reflex) of consciousness (Dasein) itself. The "horizonal" and "ecstatic" 
temporality of Dasein thereupon substitutes for the verticality its own emergence 
as the source of meaning calls into question, reinstating metaphysics as a dimen- 
sion of conscious being as such. 

and occluded by the characteristic early modern doubletalk about 
"nature" and "imitation" both. As hinted earlier, resistance to utpictura's 
sublimation of imitation as imitatio naturae and, by that means, of 
certain insights into the nature thus imitated enacts an important 
shift gathering momentum as the era of the Counter Reformation 

approaches its apotheosis and catastrophe in the Baroque. And at the 
heart of this shift lies the problem of immanence-what Heidegger 
has in mind in saying both that metaphysics remains the central task 
of philosophy and that the world has no outside"9 There is, in other 

words, a deep affinity between the defiant version of naturalism 
found in Caravaggio and Rembrandt and what Spinoza and Pascal 
aim at, now in an historical exegesis of scripture in the interests of 
a deified Nature that is also a radical naturalization of divinity, now 
in the Jansenist's simultaneous refusal of the world and assertion of 
an irremediably hidden God. As Spinoza and Pascal ironically insist, 
the very ideals in whose name human beings strive to transcend 
fallen historical experience themselves express that experience. 

Poetic aemulatio encounters an absolute ontological limit inscribed 
in the imitatio naturae it aims to rectify and surpass. The only authentic 

representation of the ideal, of truth, is one that espouses the form it 
transcends, gesturing toward the light as an emergent property of 
the darkness that occludes it. But where the high aesthetic orthodoxy 
emanating from Italy would see this as loss, Caravaggio and Rembrandt 
enable us to recognize a new authority, grounded in what we might 
call the deep philosophical content, and indeed vocation, of the art 
of painting. Nor does this merely substitute a new verbal discipline 
for the older one, ut pictura philosophia taking over where the more 
conventional ut pictura poesis leaves off. The embrace of the Pauline 
text sets painting free to explore and expound the message for 
which its deepest formal nature frames it-a message philosophy 
itself only barely brings to light. 

University of Colorado, Boulder 

19 This frames, of course, the whole argument of Sein und Zeit. The disclosure 
(or "unconcealment") of our "thrownness" into a world of pure facticity eliminates 
metaphysical value or meaning as a given of human experience, except as a need 
(or, better, reflex) of consciousness (Dasein) itself. The "horizonal" and "ecstatic" 
temporality of Dasein thereupon substitutes for the verticality its own emergence 
as the source of meaning calls into question, reinstating metaphysics as a dimen- 
sion of conscious being as such. 
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